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Urban-Rural Differences in Happiness
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The Rise of the Consumer City
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Brazil Results (w.Chauvin and Kestelman)
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Results from India (Asher and Novosad)







Couture, Dingel, Handbury: Movement 
Declines before Shutdowns







The Pre-Covid Urban Weaknesses

• Cities are bringing productivity but not opportunity (Brandon Tan)
• America’s Education Failures (relies on the Opportunity Atlas from Chetty, 

Friedman Hendren)

• Successful cities are becoming permanently unaffordable  (Gyourko, 
Boycko and Chen)
• America’s Housing Failure

• The jobless heartland and the closing of the urban frontier (Austin, 
Summers)
• America’s Employment Failure







Geography of not working: Prime men 2015



Farm to Factory to Urban Service Workers: to 
Extreme Pandemic Vulnerability





Closure Rates by Industry (circa April 1, 2020)





Public vs. Private, Procurement, and Spending 
Billions
• We tend to focus on public ownership vs. private ownership as a massive distinction (Karl 

Marx vs. Adam Smith, etc).   

• But public ownership is often associated with private provision, because the road, etc., is 
often built by a private company.  
• Very rarely is public infrastructure 100% public.    

• The construction phase typically requires a highly specialized labor force, etc., which 
makes outsourcing appealing. 
• Yet private builders often seem to build better and cheaper roads when the client is a private 

company (Ram Singh evidence) than when the client is the state.   

• Across the world, public procurement may be the most important source of global 
corruption (rivalling regulatory relief and underpricing the transfer of public services).   

• Within the US, the rules regarding public procurement add or subtract billions, or lead to 
lower or higher quality infrastructure.  





The Regulation of Government

• When regulating private actors, there is usually a tradeoff between limiting 
negative externalities (which is good) and reducing individual autonomy 
(which is bad).    

• These are not the tradeoffs in the regulation of government.   

• The tradeoff is between limiting socially harmful, but privately 
advantageous actions (e.g. corruption) and allowing the leeway to follow 
more subtle strategies that benefit society (i.e. choose a better highway 
builder, even if costs are slightly higher).    
• More like the rules within companies or universities

• The optimal regulation of government will depend on how aligned the 
public actor’s interests are with society as a whole.



The World Bank Procurement Survey

• A potential new component of the Doing Business survey.

• A questionnaire completed by more than 1,200 professionals across 187 
countries involved in the procurement activity, including lawyers, construction 
and engineering firms, and procuring entities

• In each country, we only consulted with professionals who had been involved in 
procurement of works contracts with the relevant Procuring Entity (PE) over the 
previous 12 months. 

• Lawyers answer law questions; engineers answer engineering questions.  

• Two rounds in 2018 and 2019.  

• The survey was structured (like other Doing Business Surveys) around a 
hypothetical case.   







Laws are stricter in poor countries



Practices are better in rich countries



Stronger Laws → Better Practices
𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒 =

.46
(.07)

∙ 𝐿𝑎𝑤𝑠 +
.26
.03

∙ 𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐺𝐷𝑃 −
1.21
.31



Better Practices → Better Integrity of Process



Integrity of Process → Quality of Product



But Laws don’t improve quality of product.
Why?   (the answer is in the paper)



Will the boost in remote working become 
permanent?



The Age of Centrifugal Cars (and Radios and TVs)



Killed Urban Industry, Like NYC Garments



So, why didn’t these…
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…Kill finance and urban information 
industries?

Image by Runner1928



Emmanuel and Harrington: Going Remote



Companies Don’t Hire Remote Workers!
(Work is by Morales-Arilla and Daboin)



The Inequality of the Remote Workplace





Everything Depends on the Duration of the 
Pandemic Risk
• # 1:  If the shock doesn’t end quickly and if pandemics reappear, then 

quite significant changes will appear in both the urban location and 
the demand for transportation.    

• #2: If this ends quickly, and doesn’t happen again then the shock is 
real but doesn’t change urban life massively.  Still there will be short 
term shifts:
• In rich cities, this means that prices drop more than vacancies rise.  
• Commercial space may be more vulnerable than residential. 
• Cities will still reallocate from old to young, and some significant work will 

move either to homes or lower density locales.
• Cities faced political challenges before COVID-19.  



Data from JLL

These high end markets 
are unlikely to see large 
scale vacancies, even with 
substantial price falls

The margin of error 
between current price and 
operating cost is too large.

Some Class C may convert 
to residential



Data from JLL

These lower end markets 
have a much smaller 
margin of error.

And less demand for 
residential conversion.

This should mean that 
vacancies are far more 
plausible.  

That will create negative 
local spillovers. 



The Political Risks for Cities

https://www.graftonarchitects.ie/



Persistent COVID-19 or new pandemic implies that 
all rich cities are at risk. We need NATO for Health.

• So are all face-to-face service jobs

• Poor world cities will still grow

• Take extraordinary steps to ensure that 
doesn’t happen.

• Preemptive research, and speeding the 
vaccine pipeline. 

• Global Coordination:  NATO not the UN.   

• The global trade of sanitation aid for 
hygiene rules.



Cities are Resilient!
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